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The basic part of this paper is formed by central limit theorems for
the OLS- and GLS-estimators in multivariate linear regression models
including lagged variables. The replacement of covariance matrices by
estimators is considered too. Results are based on some central limit
theorems for martingales. The wider applicability of these theorems
is sketched in some examples.Contents
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1. Introduction and main results
In this paper we derive central limit theorems for LS-estimators
in linear models with stochastic explanatory variables (regressors). Con-
ditions for these variables bring together the purely deterministic case
and the mixed case in which some of these variables may be lagged depend-
ent variables.
The form in which the theorems are stated is that a certain non-
singular linear transformation of a LS-estimator converges to the (multi-
dimensional) standard normal distribution. From a practical point of view
such a form is attractive because it leads immediately to estimators for
the covariancematrix of the LS-estimator. Then e.g. confidence regions
easily follow. Furthermore, by this way of normalization conditions can
be kept weak. The usual but rather unnatural conditions for convergance
(in some sense) of the regressors to non-trivial values is circ~vented.
It is assumed that the errors are independent and of the same
order of ma.gnitude (although not necessarily identically distributed).
Sometimes this is only a realistic assumption after suitable transforma-
tion of the dependent and explanatory variables. Therefore, as a conse-
quence of this assumption, the conditions for the regressors have to be
so weak that:.even a rather irregular behaviour is admitted. We restrict
our attention to cases of the non-collinear type. The assumption of in-
dependent ín atead of uncorrelated errors is made to avoid conditions
about the existance of moments higher than the second order. Especially
for i.i.d. errors assumptions about higher orders are superfluous and we
do not want to loose this special case. The remainder part of this sec-
tion contains the explicit form of the theorems and its discussion.
Since the case of lagged dependent variables has to be included,
we cannot assume that the error process is independent of the regressor
process. It is only reasonable to assume that the errors at time t are
independent of the regressors before or at time t. This assumption makes
it possible to use some central limit theorems for martingales. These
theorems are stated in section 2. Some other applications of these theo-
rems are sketched in section 6. This section contains also the discussion
of some models which can be transformed to models of the type sketched above.
The proofs of the theorems are distributed over the sections 3, ~ and 5.- 2 -
For sake of simplicity, consider the univariate linear model
first. Let
(1.1) Yt - xt S t Et , t- 1s2....
For time t yt is an observable random variable with values taken by the
dependent variable, xt is an observable random k-vector of k explanatory
variables (k - 1,2,...), B a k-vector of (fully unknown) regression co-
efficients and Et a non-observable random error. We assume that E',E,2,...
are mutuslly independent with E{et} - 0 and finite variance ot :- E{Et} ~ 0
for all t. Furthermore, we assume that E~xt~2 ~ m for all t.
Let Xn :- [x~,...,xn]', Sn :- XnXn - E x x', S- E{S }. The OLS-
~ t t n n
estimator bn for B satisfies
n
bn - B- Sn ~ E xt et .
1
n
Approximations for its covariancematrix are Cn :- Sn~~(E at xt xt)Sn~ and
1
~Gn :- E{Cn}. We will give conditions under which Cn~(bIIS) converges to
Nk(O,I), the k-dimensional standard normal distribution.
The prescribed independency of errors and regressors is forma-
lized by the assumption:
(1.2) et is independent of (x~,...,xt) for each fixed t- 1,2,...
The same order of magnitude of the errors will be expressed by
(1.3) inft at ~ 0 ,
(1 . 4) supt E{ Et I( ~ et ~~ d)}-~ 0 for d-~ m.
(Here, I(A) denotes the indicator function of the set A.) Note that (1.~i)
implies suptat ~~. The condition (1.4) is fulfilled for i.i.d. errors.
The behaviour of the regressors is restricted by the conditions:
( 1. 5) S ~ 0 for some n, max x' S~ x P 0 for n-~ m,
n 1~t~n
t n t- 3 -
(1.6) Sn~E at(xtxt - E{xtxt}).Sn` P 0 for any bounded non-random
1 sequence at.
The first condition of (1,5) is a non-collinearity assumption. The con-
dition (1,6) is a weak law of large numbers. Convergence conditions to
non-trivial values do not appear. We have:
Theorem 1,1, (asymptotic normality in the general univariate linear model)
If for the model (1.1) the conditions (1.2)-(1.6) are fulfilled, then
(1.7) Cn~(bn-B) ~ Nk(O,I) .
This theorem is a special case of theorem 1,4 below. We discuss
some particular cases to indicate its value and its relation with litera-
ture.
Example 1.1, (general deterministic case). Let xt be non-random for all
t. Then (1,2) and (1,6) are fulfilled in a trivial way. The condition
(1,5) reads:
(1 .8 ) S ~ 0 for some n, max x' S 1 x i 0,
n 1~t~n t n t
or, equivalently ( see lemma 4.1, corollary),
(1.9) S ~ 0 for some n, S 1 i 0, x' S-1 x-~ 0,
n n n n n
Note that 5-1-}0 implies C1-~0 and so from (1,7) we get b P R. So (weak)
n n n
consistency is implied too. The condition (1.8) together with (1.3),
(1.!~) has appeared.in Eicker (1965, 1966). There it has been shown that
in a certain way these conditions are in fact necessary and sufficient
for asymptotic norma.lity, The condition (1.9) implies that xn is non-
exponentially increasing (i.e, pn xn-~0 for any 0 ~ p ~ 1). So, exponen-
tialïy increasing regressors are excluded. However, all kinds of bounded
cases and polynomial trends are included. For k- 1 and xt1 - ta the
a.
condition (1.8) is fulfilled i8' a~-~. More general, for xt~ - t ~ with
a1 ~... ~ ak the condition (1.8) holds iff ak ?-~.-~-
Example 1.2. (deterministic case; convergence of normed regressors).
Introduce the normed regressors xt(n) :- An1xt with
i n
An .- diag(~x1(n)Is...,~xk(n)~).~xj(n)~ .- (Extj)~ . Let Sn .- E
ti ti.
- An1 Sn An1, Consider convergence of the normed regressora in the follo-
wing sense:
(1.10) Sn -} ~~ 0, ~xn(n)I -~ 0, ~xj(n)~ -~ W for all j.
These conditions are a part of the Grenander conditions ( see e.g. Hannan
(1970), p. 77). It is easily seen that (1.10) implies (1.9) and therefore
also (1,8). Conditions of the form (1.10) appear in literature ( see Hannan
(1970), Ch. VIII or Anderson (1971), Ch. 2). The condition of convergence
to some strictly definite positive matrix á is not very natural and not
harmless. For k- 2, xt1 - 1, x~ - 1 t 1~ condition (1.9) holds but (1.10)
does not hold. In this case the asymptotic collinearity is too strong
for (1.10) but not for (1.~).
Example 1.3. (deterministic case; convergence of regressors). Consider
convergenee of the regressors in the following sense:
(1 . 1 1) Sn~n -i Y' ~ 0.
Then (1.11) implies (1.10) and therefore also (1.8), The condition (1,11)
appears very often in literature, especially in textbooks on econometrics
(aee e.g. Theil (1971), Ch. VIII or Schónfeld (1971a), Kap. 7).
However, this condition is too restrictive to be of much practical intrest.
Simple polynomial trends do not satisfy (1,11), because necessarily
Ixn~ - o(~). Trigonometric regressors of the form xtj - cos wjt or -
- sin c~jt (with 0 ~ wj ~ 2a) satisfy (1,11). Therefore this condition is
sometimes useful in spectral analysis.
bcample 1.!~. (stochastic case; total independency). Suppose the error
process e:- {Et, t- 1,2,...} is independent of the regressor process
x:- {xt, t- 1,2,...}. Then (1,2) is Plilfilled. Other conditions than
(1.5), (1.6) can easily be obtained from example 1.1 by conditioning to x.
By considering subsequences to come from a.s. convergence to P-convergence,
1- 5 -
it is not difficult to show that (1.7) holds under (1,3), (1,4) and
(1.12) P{S ~ 0} -~ 1, max x' S-1 x P 0.
n 1~t~n
t n t
The value of theorem 1,1 lays in the fact that it covers alsa
the mixed case with lagged dependent variables. Consider the autoregres-
sive medel with p lagged dependent variables and q non-random regressors
(p,q ~ 1) of the form
(1.13) Yt - xts f et - wtY t(yt-1~...~Yt-P),a
} ct -
- Y1wt1 t... t yqwtq t alyt-1 t... t apyt-P
t
et , t - 1,2,...
We suppose that the initial values y~,...,y1-p are independent of e1,e2,...
By conditioning we see that there is no loss of generality to assume that
yC,...,y1-p are non-random. Then Elxtl2 ~~ for all t. ~zrthermore, con-
dition (1.2) is fulfilled.
We want to apply theorem 1.1. So, we need conditions in terms
of the a~, et and wt such that (1.5), (1.6) hold.
At first, we introduce the stability condition:
P
(1.14) A(z) :- E a~ z~ ~ 0 for all complex z with ~z~ ~ 1
0
(witli the convention a0 - -1),
Furthermore, we have to strengthen the condition (1,4), We
introduce
(1.15) É sup E{et I(ke ~ et ~(kt1)e} ~ m for all E~ 0,
k-0 t
(1.16) sup Eletl2ta ~~, for some a~ 0.
t
The condition (1.15) is stronger than (1.4) and looks terrible. However,
it is flilfilled for i.i.d. errors and does not involve higher moments
than order 2. The condition (1.16) is also stronger than (1.4) and looks
more attractive. However, it has the disadvantage that moments of higher
order than 2 are used.- 6 -
For the non-random regressors let vt :- (wt-1,...,wt- ), n
n P
Wn -(w1....,wn)s Vn -(v1,...~vnls Pn :- WnWn- ~wtwt, Pn(s) :- iwtwt-s
for s- 1 ,2, ... and Qn :- Vn Vn - Vn Wn Pn1 Wn Vn , with the convention wt - 0
for t ~ 0. Set ón :- 1~(nta~n(Qn)). We introduce
(1-17)
~~- ~~ ~~ ) ~ 0 ~
r, :-:ax'.n
n





(1 . 20 ) wn Pn 1 rrn -~ 0,
(1.21) dn~wn-wn-s~2 -~ 0 for each s- 1,2,..,
Comparing (1.9) with (1.19), (1.20) we see iammediately that the conditions
for the case without lagged variables are weaker than those for the lagged
case. We have:
Theorem 1,2. (asymptotic normality in the univariable model with lagged
variables). If for the model ( 1.13) the conditions ( 1,3), (1.14), (1.15)
or (1.16), ( 1.17)-(1.21) are satisfied then ( 1.2)-(1.6) hold, implying
(1.7).
The proof of theorem 1.2 is given in section 4. The conditions
(1.17)-(1.21) are somewhat restrictive but far more general than the con-
ditions that have appeared in literature up till now. This will be made
more explicitly in the examples below.
The conditions of the theorem imply (weak) consistency too. For
this the conditions can be weakened. We can replace again (1.15) or (1.16)
by (1.1~). Furthermore, we maintain (1.17)-and replace (1,18)-(1.19) by
the weaker conditions (see Lemma 4,2):
(1.22) sup IP á1Pn(s)) ~ m and non-exponentially increasing in s,
n
(1.23)
~min(Pn) ~ ~ '- 7 -
(Here, ~A1 :- am~(A'A) denotes the natural norm asscciated with Eucli-
dian distance.) We have:
Theorem 1.3. (consistency for the univariate linear model with lagged
variables),For the model (1.13) the conditions (1.3), (1,4), (1.14),
(1.17), (1.22), (1,23) imply:
(1,24) bn P B
The proof of this theorem is also contained in section 4. The conditions
are weaker and much simplier than those in Eicker (1963), and therefore
also weaker than those appearing in older papers such as Mann and Wald
(1943), Anderson and Rubin (1950), Koopman, Rubik and Leipnik (1950).
There the conditions for the non-random regressors are of the restrictive
type as discussed in example 1,3. This is also the case in the more re-
cent papers dealing with the problem of strong consistency (see e.g. Lai
and Robbins (1977), Christopeit and Helmes (1979, 1980), Anderson and
Taylor (1979)).
Example 1.5. (behaviour of lagged regressors in relation with original
regressors). The conditions of theorem 1,2 and 1.3 are satisfied for
bounded as well as unbounded regressors. For consistency the condition
(1.17) is the most important one, For asymptotic normality the condition
(1.2i) comes with it. For unbounded cases a (Q ) must tend to ~ not
min n
too slowly. Since Wn Pn1 Wn is the perpendicular projection matrix belong-
ing to the linear space spanned up by the columns of Wn, we see that the
lagged regressors (matrix Vn) should asymptotically become not too colli-
near with the original regressors (matrix Wn).
As an illustration take the particular cases q- 1, wt1 - ta. Then
1
a-1 ()- 0(n 2 a-p -)if a~ p. So, (1,17) holds for 0 ~ a ~ z or
min ~ -
a~ 2p -~, and (1,21) for 0 ~ a ~~ or p- 1, For such values of a slso
the other conditions of theorem 1.2 or 1.3 hold. Note that the special
case a- 1 of a linear trend is not included. The asymptotic collinearity
seems to be too heavy in this case.
The conditions of theorem 1.2 and 1.3 are difficult to check for general
polynomial trer.ds. It seems that the conditions for consistency in theo-8
rem 1.2 are satisfied if the lag p is small with respect to the degree
of the pol,ynomial of the highest order. For the conditions for asymptotic
normality in theorem 1.3 the situation is not clear.
bcample 1.6. (simultaneous behaviour of lagged and original regressors).
Let zt -(wt,vt) -(wt,wt-1,...,wt-p) and Kn :- E zt zt. Then Kn describes
the simultaneous behaviour of all variables. In the proof of consistency
in Eicker (1963) the matrix Kn plays a róle similar to that of Qn in the
proof of theorem 1.3. Since
a~n(Kn) ~~min(~n)
(see the proof of lemma
4.2) the replacement of án by yn '- 1~(ntamin(Kn)) in theorem 1.3 leads
to stronger conditions. Although it is somewhat disguised the condition
y2 ~ (P )-r 0, comparible with (1.17), is the most important one in
n max n
Eicker's result for unbounded cases. So, roughly spoken, without bothering
about a lot of details, we can say that theorem 1.3 is weaker. Furthermore,
our conditions are much simp]ier. For the case q- 1 and wt1 - ta we have
2(a-p)t1
a~n(Kn) ~ n if a i p(see Eicker (1963), section 5, p. ~71). This
leads to the same conclusions as for a~n(Qn) in example 1.5.
Example 1.7. (convergence of normed lagged and original regressors). Let
Kn :- E zt(n) zt(n) with normed regressor values zt(n), defined with zt in
the way of example 1.2. Conditions of the kind (1.10) can be imposed to
describe the behaviour of a~n(Kn). Then the non-singularity of the limit
matrix of Kn is essential. However, in a lot of cases including poly-
nomial trends, the limit matrix will be singular, due to the appearance
of lags. Therefore this kind of conditions will not be worked out in
detail.
As a specisl case suppose that Kn~n -~~y ~ 0(compare example 1.3).
Then with the extra condition of bounded wt asymptotic normality for bn
in the model (1.13) has been proved by Schónfeld (1971b). See also Ander-
son (1971), Section 5.5.
Now, we consider the more general p-variate linear model
(p - 1,2,,,.) The comparison with the conditions in the univariate case
is kept simple by skipping some formula numbers. We write:9
~ (1.30
yti - xti si } Eti , t - 1,2,... , i - 1,...,p .
For time t and equation i yti is an observable dependent random variable,
xti is an observable explanatory random ki-vector, gi a ki-vector of re-
gression coefficients and eti a non-observable random error (ki - 1,2,...).
The equation system (1.30) can be written as
(1.31) Yt - Xt B t et , t- 1,2,...
where yt :- ( Yti,...,ytp)~ ' Et ~- (Etl~...,etp)' , S' - (Rl,...,sP) and
Xt :- diag(xti,...,xtp) a k X p-matrix ( k :- Eki). We assume that e~,e2,...
are mutually independent with E{et} - 0 and finite covariance matrix
Et :- E{et et} ~ 0 for all t. Furthermore, we assume that tr E{Xt Xt} ~~
for all t.
Let Sn : - E Xt Xt , Sn :- E{ Sn }, Cn :- Sn~ ( E Xt Et Xt ) Sn ~ and
1 1
Cn :- E{Cn}. The OLS-estimator bn for S satisfies
n
bn - B- Sn ~ E Xt Et .
1
Introduce the conditions (compare (1.2)-(1.6)):
(1,32) Et is independent of (X~,...,Xt) for each fixed t- 1,2,...,
(1.33) inft ~min(~t) ~ 0 '
(1.3~~) supt E{letl2 I(~et~ ~ d)} ; 0 for ó-~ ~,




(1.36) Sn~ E(Xt At Xt - E{Xt At Xt}),Sn~ P 0 for any bounded non-random
1
p X p-matrix sequence At .
Note that (1,3~) implies supt am~(Et) ~ m. The conditions (1.35),
(1.36) deal separately with each equation since all matrices are block-
i i
diagonal. The conditions (1.33), (1.3~), (~.36) imply Sn2Sn Snz -~ I,
i ,
Z -~ a I. The proof of the following theorem is given in section 3. Cn Cn Cn- 10 -
It is based on certain central limit theorems Por martingales which are
treated in section 2.
Theorem 1.4. ( asymptotic normality for the OLS-estimator in the general
multivariate linear model). If for the model (1.31) the conditions (1.32)-
(1.36) are fulfilled then
(1.37) Cn~(bri R) ; Nk(O,I) .
Corollary. Let Dn Dn -~n be an arbitrary non-random decomposition of
~n. Then (1.37) implies
(1.38) Dn1(bn s) ; Nk(O,I) .
From e practical point of view the specific decomposition of
~n in (1.37) or (1.38) does not matter. Of importance is only that Cn
can be calculated and that there exist some decomposition of it (obser-
vable or not) satisfjring (1.38).
However, in practice C will be unknown. Therefore we replace
n n
Cn by
Cn :- Sn1(jXt Ent Xt)
Sn1, where Ent estimates Et and will be de-
Pined below. The following decomposition Dn Dn - Cn appears to be a good
choice:
Dn '- Sn~ ( n Cn n)~
Dependent on the choice of the estimators we may hope that in (1.38) D
n
can be replaced by Dn, l.eading to
(1.39) Dn1(bn-s) ~ Nk(O,I) .
We will consider two estimators Ent, both connected with the
OLS-residuals et(n) :- yt - Xt bn , and interesting from different points
of view.
At first, suppose that we want to use the same estimator
Ent '- En for all Et. Then results can only be expected if in some way
n
all individusl Et tend to their common mean Én :- E Et~n . This is ex-
1- 11 -
pressed by the condition
n
( 1.1t0 ) sup E ~ Én - Et E ~ m
n 1
The theorem below shows that under this condítion the usual estimator
Ên for the case of identical covariance matrices, defined by
n
(1.41) Ent :- En :- n E et(n)et(n) ,
1
makes it possible to replace Dn by Dn.
Secondly, suppose that we are prepared -for reasons of robust-
ness- to estimate each Et in a different way. Then it would be fine if
we could do this in such a way that further conditions on the Et are not
needed. In fact, the theorem below shows that the remarkable estimator
(1.~2) Ent :- Et :- et(n)et(n)
Por Et gives the desired result.
Theorem 1.5. (estimated covariances). Suppose the conditions of theorem
1.4 are satisfied.
a) Let
Ent :- En be given by (1.1~1), If (1,40) is satisfied then (1.39)
holds.
b) ~` Ent '- Et be given by (1.~2). Then (without further conditions)
(1.39) holds.
For the multivariate generalization (1,31) of (1.1) the GLS-
n
estimator sn for S is interesting too. Let Vn :- E{Vn} with Vn :- i Xt Et1 Xt ,
then
n
Sn - s- Vn1 E Xt Et 1 et .
1
The theorem below gives the asymptotic normality of the GLS-estimator:
(1.!~3) ~Jn(Sn- s) ~ Nk(O,I) ,
implying- 12 -
Wn(Bn - B) } Nk(O,I)
Por any non-random decomposition Wn Wn - Vn .
Unknown Et have to be replaced by estimators Ent, This leads
to the two-stage GLS-estimator bn for 6, satisfying
n
bn - B- Vn1 E Xt Ent et .
1
n
Let Vn :- EXt Ent Xt ..The theorem below gives that
1
(1.44) n(bn-B) -L. N~(O,I) ,
where
n :- (Sn~Vn Sn~)~ Sn .
Here, Ent :- En is given by (1,41).(The expression (1,~2) cannot be used
since Et1 does not exist for p~ 2).
Theorem 1.6. ( asymptotic normality for the GLS-estimator and the two-stage
GIS-estimator in the general multivariate linear model). If the condi-
tions oP theorem 1.4 are satisfied, then (1.43) holds. Moreover, if
(1,40) is satisfied then (1,44) holds.- 13 -
2. Central limit theorems for random linear vector forms
The theorems treated in this section have other applications
than those mentioned in section 1. Therefore this section has been kept
self-contained as much as possible. The proofs can be found in section 5.
Some other applications are sketched in section 6.
For fixed k,p - 1,2,... let there be an infinite double array
{Anj, enj, ~nj,
n- 1,2,..., j- O,t1,...} of random k x P-matrices Anj
and random p-vectors en defined on a common probability space (SZ, ~, P),
j
and sub-a-fields ~j of ~ monotone increasir,g in j for every n, such that
A is ~ -measurable, e is ~-measurable and independent of ~
nj n,j-1 nj nj n,j-1
for all n and j. Furthermore, assume that E{Anj Anj}, Enj ;- E{Enj Enj}
exist and that E{enj} - 0 for all n and j.
We consider E Anj enj. Since Anj and enj are independent the ex-
pectation of this sum~is 0 anditscovariancematrix isCn :- E{Cn}, where
Cn :- E Anj Enj Anj . We will give conditions under which the normalized
3
1
sum Cn3E Anj snj converges in distribution to the standard p-dimensional
j
normal distribution Nk(O,I). We will give also the related result, use-
flil. for applications, that under the same conditions the sum of "squares"
Cn~(E Anj enj enj Anj)Cn~ converges in probability to I, the covariance-
j
matrix of the limit distribution.
For the e. we introduce the conditions
n~
(2.1) a :- inf
~min (~nj) ~ 0
n,j
R(d) :- sup E{~enj~2 I(~enj~ ? d)} -~ 0,
n, j
M :- sup a~ (Enj) ~ ~
n,j
For the A. we introduce the condition
n,7
(2.4) 0 ~ E E{Anj Anj} ~~ for all n sufficiently large.
j- 14 -
With (2.1), (2.3), (2.k) we see that E A e and E A E e' A' cc~n- nj nj nj nj nj nj
verge resp. in mean square and a.s., and that ~n is non-singular. Further-
more, we asaume
(2.5 ) rn :- sup tr(Anj Cn1 Anj ) P 0 , n-~ ~.
j
Finally, we introduce as condition a weak law of large numbers:
( 2. 6) Cn ~ Cn Cn ~ P I ,
Theorem 2.1. If (2.1), (2.2), (2.4), (2.5), (2.6) hold, then
(2.7) Cn~ E Anj enj ~ Np(O,I) , n-. ~,
j
,
(2.8) Cn (EAnj Enj enj Anj)Cn2
j
P I , n -r m ,
Corollary. Let Dn Dn - G~n be an arbitrary non-random decomposition of Cn.
Then the kX k-matrix Dn is non-singular for all n sufficiently large and
(2.7) implies:
(2.9) Dn1 E Anj enj -Li Rk(O~I) ~ n~ m,
j
It is often necessary to replace the random coefficient matrices
nj and the non-random covariancematrices Enj by random approximations
Á resp. E. Suppose that E A E and C.- E A E A' converge in
nj nj j nj nj n. j nj nj nj
probability for all n sufficiently large. Then the corresponding approxi-
mation for Cn is given by Cn.
We would like that (2.9) still holds if Anj is replaced by Ánj
and~or the decomposition Dn of ~n by the corresponding decomposition
Dn of Cn. Any decomposition of non-singular ~n can be written in the form
i
D:z H 1(H ~ H')~ with H a(non-random) k x k-matrix. Then the corres-
n n n n n n 1 .. ,
ponding decomposition of Cn becomes Dn :- Hn (Hn Cn Hn)~ .
We introduce the conditions
(2.10) Cn~(E(Ánj - Anj)Enj P 0 ,
j- 15 -
,
(2.11) Cn Cn Cn~ P I,
( 2.12 ) lim inf
amin ( Hn Cn Hn )~ 0,
n-~
lim sup a ( H C H' ) ~~
n~ max n n n
Theorem 2.2. (conditions of theorem 2.1)
s) If (2,10) holds then
(2.13) Dn1 E Anj enj ~ Nk(p,I) .
j
b) If (2.10), (2.11), (2.12) hold then
(2.1L) Dn1 E Anj enj : Nk(O,I) .
j
In certain applications coruiected with linear regression models
the matrices Anj,Anj have the following special structure:
i i ,
(2,15) A -A - C E C~A t~~A C'~A F ,
nj nj n n n nj n n n nj nj
with Bn P 0 and An P-bounded (i.e, for every e~ 0 there exists a M(e)
such that supn P{~Anl ~ M(e)} ~ e). To avoid repetations of the same
arguments for the various cases we state a theorem for this structure.
Introduce the conditions:
(2.16) Cn~ E Anj Fnj Enj P 0 ,
j
(2.17) C'n~(E Anj Fnj Enj Fnj Anj )Cn~ P 0,
j
(2.18) Cn~(EAnj(Enj - Enj )Anj) Cn~ P 0 .
j
Then we have:
Theorem 2.3. (conditions of theorem 2,1), If Anj,Anj have the structure
(2.15) then we have:
(2.16) ~ (2.10); (2.17),(2.18) ~ (2.11) .- 16 -
3. The proofs of the theorems 1.4 - 1.6 (general linear regression)
The proof of theorem 1,4: We use the theorems 2,2 and 2,3. Replace the
index j by t. Variables will only have non-trivial values for t- 1,...,n.
Let Ant :- Sn1Xt , Ant :- Sn1Xt , ent :- Et ' Ent :- Et. Then Cn - E{Cn}
with Cn - E Ant
Ent Ant - Sn 1( E Xt Et Xt ) Sn 1.
Set Ft:- ~:- ~(X1,....Xtt1' E1'...,Et) for t ~ 1 and
~ - ~ :- ~(X ) . Then ~ C ~ , A is ~ -measurable, e is ~- n0 ' 0 1 t-1 t nt t-1 t t
measurable and according to (1.32) independent of ~-1. The conditions
(2,1), (2.2), (2,4)-(2,6) follow from (1.33)-(1.36). Hence the conditions
of theorem 2,1 are satisfied.
We can write
Ant-Ant -~n Bn On~ Ant
~th
i i , i i
Bn :- Cn Sn~(SII Sn1 ~n - I) Sn L'n . So,
Ant'Ant
have the special structure
(2:15) with Bn P 0 and Fnt - 0.
The condition (2.16) is fulfilled in a trivial way and so (2.10)
i
follows from theorem 2,3, Then theorem 2.2.a) can be applied with Hn :- Cn~,
Dn - Cn. The relation (2.13) gives
i
C' (b -s) - C ~ S-1 E X e - D 1 E A e ; N (O,I) ,
n n n n t t n nt t k
proving (1.37).
Remark. Since the conditions of theorem 2.1 are fulfilled it follows from
(2.7), (2.8) that
(3.1 ) Cn~ Sn1 E Xt et -L. Nk(O,I ),
( 3. 2) C'n~ Sn 1 ( E Xt et et Xt ) Sn 1 Cn ~ P I .
Lemma 3.1. (conditions of theorem 1,4). Let {t(n) :- et - et(n). We have:
n
E I~t(n){t(n)1 is P-bounded.
t-1
Proof. We can write- 17 -
, , , , , ,
~t(n) - et-et(n) - Xt(bn-S) - Xt Sn~. Sn Sn~. Sn Cn.Cn2 (bn 8) .
Hence,
~~~t(n){t(n)1 ~ Ign~ SnSn~l. ISnZ'n N2, ICn~(bn-B)N2 ~~ rXt Sn1 Xt' .
The first factor on the right-hand side tends to 1 in prebability because
of (1.36), the second one is bounded, the third one converges in distribu-
tion according to (1.37) and for the fourth one we have EOXt
Sn1 Xtd ~
~ Etr (Xt Sn1 Xt) - k. Hence the right-hand side is P-bounded.
Lemma 3.2. (conditions of theorem 1.4)
É - É ~ 0 .
n n
Proof. With ( 1.1~1 ) we can write En - An t Gn - Dn - Dn , where
n n
An :- n~ et Et , Gn - n; ~t(n) ~t(n) , Dn :- n i et ~t(n) .
, ,
With lemma 3.1 we get G P 0. F~rthermore, E-~A E-~ P I. (This follows
n n n n
e.g, easily from theorem 2.1, relation (2.8), for the choice An~ - I~n).
Since É is bounded this gives A- É P 0 and A P-bounded. Since Dn is a
n n n n
cross product term of terms from An,Gn with P-bounded An and Gn P 0 we
get D -~ 0, completing the proof.
n
The proof of theorem 1.5. We proceed as in the proof of theorem 1.~Y.
,
Variables are defined in the same way with exception of H.- S~ ,
, , , , 1 n n -1
Dn - Sn~ ( St Cn Sn ) z. F~rthermore, Cn - E
Ant Ent Ant - Sn ( E Xt ~nt Xt ) Sn
, , ~ , ,
and D- S-~(S~C S~)~. The conditions of theorem 2.1 are satisfied. The
n n n n n ,,




that (2.18) holds provided that
(3.3) Sn~(E
Xt(Ent - Et)Xt) Sn~ P p.
If this condition is fulfilled then (2.11) follows from theorem 2.3. So,
theorem 2.2.b) can be applied. Then the relation (2.14) gives
Dn 1(bn-9 )- Dn 1 SII1 E Xt et - Dn 1 E Ant et ~ Nk ( 0, I) ,
proving ( 1.39). Thus, it remains to prove (3.3) .
a) Using (1.41) we see that the relation (3.3) holds if
(3.4) Sn~(EXt(Én-Et)Xt)Sn~ P 0,
(3.5) Sn~(EXt(En-Én)Xt)Sn~ P o.
The matrix forming the (i,j)th part of the expression in (3.4) equals
i i
An :- Sni(E(En-Et)ijxtixtj)Sn~ .
where
Sni '- E{Sni }'
Sni '- E xti xti . Then for an,y c E Rk and d E g~
we have: 1 ~
, ~
Ic~Andl ~ ~ Ic~Snixti~..max ~d'Sn~xt ~. E~(Én-Et)i-~ ~
t t ~ ~ t ~
i
~ Ic~ ~d~{max(x' S 1 x ). max(x' S 1 x )}~ . E~(É -E )..~ ~
t ti ni ti t tj nj tj t n t i~
~ Ic~ ~d~ max tr(XtSn1
Xt) . tl(Én-Et)ijl P 0,
because of (1.35) and (1.!~0), proving (3.4).
The matrix formin the
th
g (i,j) part of the expression in (3.5)
equals
An :- Sni(E(Én-~n)ij xti xtj)Sn~ .
For ar~y c E á~ and d E Rk we have
i ~- i9 -
Ic' And~ ~ I( En- Én)~I2.E(c' ni Xti)2 ~ E(d' Sn~ xt~)2 -
t t
- IcI2Idl2'SniSniSni'SnjSnjSnj' I(En-En)i~I2 P 0 ~
because of (1.36) and lemma 3.2, proving (3.5).
b) With (1.42) we see that the expression in (3.3) can be written as
A -F tG -D -D' , where
n n n n n
i , , ,
An :- Sn~(EXt et etXt)Sn2 ~ Gn :- Sn2(EXt ~t(n) ~t(n) Xt)Sn~ ,
, i ~ i i ,
D.- S~(EX e~'(n)X')S ~ F.- S 2(EX E X')S Z-S~C S~.
n~ n t t t t n' n~ n t t t n n n n
From (1.35) and lemma 3.~ we get:
9Gn1 ~ E ASn~Xt~ZM~t(n)~t(n)n~
t
~ max tr(Xt Sn~ Xt) .~ I~t(n) ~t(n)U P 0.
i i
Since Sn Cn is bounded we get from (3.2) and (1.36):
An-Fn - gn ~n {~n~ Srl~ ( i Xt et et Xt - Sn ~n Sn )Sn~ Cn~ t
- ~r~(Cn-Cn)Cn~}Z`nSn P 0 .
, i
Since E{Fn} - Sn Cn Sn is bounded we see that Fn is P-bounded. Therefore
also An is P-bounded. Since n is a cross product term of terms from
A~,Gn with P-bounded An and Gn -~ 0 we get Dn -~ 0, proving ( 3.3 ).
The proof of theorem 1,6. We use the theorems 2.2 and 2.3. At first we
will prove (1.43).
Let ~nt :- Vn~ Xt Et~ , Ant :- Vn~ Xt Et~ ~ Ent :- et '~nt '- ~t '
Then (forgetting the notations in section 1 in connection with the OLS-
estimator) we get Cn :- E Ant ~nt Ant -
Vn1Vn vn1 ' ~n .- E{Cn} - un1 ~
Define ~t as in the proof of theorem 1.4. Then again the conditions of
theorem 2,1 are satisfied. (Note that (2.6) follows from (1,36) by taking
A - E-~. ) We can write A -A - C~ B C~ A with B .- Cz C-~ C~ - I.
t' t nt nt n n n nt n. n n n- 20 -
~' Ant'Ant
have the structure (2.15~. Then (2~10) follows from theorem
2.3. Apply theorem 2.2 with Hn :- Cn~ , Dn - Cn - Vn~. Then (2.13) gives
V~(B -B) - C~ V-1 E X E-1 e - D-1 E A e ~ N (O,I) , n n n n t t t n nt t k
proving (1.43).
Finally, we will prove ( 1.1~4). We change the definition of
Ant
by A - V 1 X Ê-1 . Then we can write A-A -~~ B C~ A t
nt ' n t n nt nt n n n nt
f C~ A C~ A F with A .- B t I, F -(E -Ê ) É-1 . So, again Á ,A
n n n nt nt n ~ n nt ' t n n nt nt
have the structure ( 2.15). We will verify the conditions ( 2.16)- (2.18).
The condition (2.16) becomes
Vn~ E 3Ct ( En 1- Et 1)et P 0.
1
By considering the ith part we see that it suffices to prove that Por all
i and j:
(3.6) Gn :- Sni i xti(Én1 -Et1)ij etj P 0,
(3.7) Sni E xti(En1 - En1 )ij Etj P 0'
1
where Sni is defined as in the proof of theorem 1.5. Since Et1- Én1 -
- Et1(En Et)Én1 and Én1 is bounded, it follows from (1.b0) that
iI(n1- Et1)ij) is bounded. Then ;I(En1- Et1)ijlletjl is P-bounded because
its expectation is bounded. This gives
, n
Ic I ~{max x~ s1x }~. EI(É-1-E-1)..IIE I P o
n t ti ni ti 1 n t i,7 tj
because of (1.35), proving (3.6). Fi~rthermore, since É1 is bounded it
n
follows from lemma 3.2 that E-1- É 1 P 0. Then (3.7) holds provided that
, n n
Sni E xti etj or Sn~E Xt et is P-bounded. However, this follows ir~mediately
from (3.1). So (2.16) holds. The condition (2.17) becomes
Vn~(EXtEt1(Ên-Et)En1(En-Et)Et1Xt)Vn~ P 0.- 21 -
Since E-1 is P-bounded, it suffices to prove that
n
(3.8) Vn~.EXtEt~(Én-En)2 Et~Xt.Vn~ P 0,
(3.9)
i
Vn~ . EXt st~(En- Et)2 Et1 Xt . Vn~ P 0.
The relation (3.8) follows from (1.35) and lemma 3,2, and (3.9) follows
from (1.35) and (1.!~0). So (2.17) holds. The condition (2.18) becomes
Vn~.EXtEt1(En-Et)2:t~Xt.V'n~ P0,
This is shown as in the proof of (3.3). So (2.18) holds.
Together, theorem 2.3 gives that (2.10), (2.11) hold. So, we
can apply theorem 2.2. We take H.- S~ leading to D- S2(S~V1 S~)~ n~ n n n n n n
and corresponding Dn - Sn~(Sn Vn1 Sn)~ - Wn1. Then the relation (2.14)
gives:
n
Wn(bn-B) - Dn1 Vn1 i Xt Én1 et - D~1 E Ánt et i Nk(O,I) ,
proving (1.41~),-p2-
4. The proofs of the theorems 1.2 - 1.3 (lagged variables)
For the proofs of these theorems we need several lemma's.
Lea~a b.1. Let x1,x2,..., be a non-random sequence of vectors in Rk .
- n
a) Let Sn :- Ext xt with Sn ~ 0 for some n. We have
1
max xt Sn 1 xt -r 0~ Sn 1-~ 0, xn Sn1 xn -~ 0
1ct~n
b) Let Sn be a sequence of k x k-matrices with 0 c~1 c S2 c... and Sn ~ 0
for some n. We have:
Sn 1~ 0 , xn Sn 1 xn -~ C~ max xt Sn 1 xt -s 0.
1 ctcn
Proof. N
a) Take same fixed c E Rk . Let N be such that SN ~ 0. Then c- E at xt for
coefficients a1,...,aN not depending on n. So, for n~ N: 1
c' S-1 c c E E ~a a ~ ~x' S-1 x ~ c{ E I a ~}2 , max x' S-1 x-~0 .
n - t-1 s-1
t s t n s - t-1 t lctcn t n t
This holds Por any c, implying S-1 -~ 0.
n
b) For given n let tn be the largest index for which the maximum is attained.
If {Tn} is bounded then {xT } is bounded and so,
n
xT Sn1 xT ~ ~xT ~2 ISn11 i 0.
n n n
If {r } is unbounded then T f m. Since t c n we have S' 1~ S 1 and n n n- t - n
this gives also n
xT Sn 1 xi ~ x,'~ S71 xT -. 0.
n n n n n
Corollary. Take Sn - Sn. Then the lemma gives:
max xt Sn1 xt -. 0., Sn 1-~ p, xn Sn 1 xn a 0.
lttcn-23-
Lemma 4.2. We have:
~min(Kn) ~ ~min(Qn) ~ ~min(Pn)
(1.19) ~ sup IPn11~dn ~ ~
n
(1.17)-(1.19) ~ (1.22)
ProoP. Note that Por Kn ~ 0:
-1 1
W' W W~ V -1 Pn1 t Pn1 WnVn ~2n1 ~~n Wn Pn1 - Pn Wn Vn Qn
n n n n - -1 K - ~ -
n p~{,l V' V n - Q 1 V' W P 1 ~n
n n n n n n n n
This gives a (Q 1) ~ a (K 1) or a (Q )' a (K ). F`urthermore,
max n - max n min n- min n
~min(Qn) ~ ~min(Vn Vn)~ ~min(Pn)'
So (1.19) implies that
IP 1dlá - (n t ~min(Qn))I~min(Pn) n n
part, With
is bounded in n, proving the first
1 ~ ~ n -~ )(w -w )'ll ~
IPn1 Pn(s)~ - NI- (Pn ~dn) . an i(Pn wt t t-s -
~ 1 t{(IPnlp~dn) . q. 6nE Iwt-wt-sl2}~ ~
1
we see that (1.17)-(1,19) imply ( 1.22).
Lemma 4-3. Let {Xnj , j- 1,...,kn and n- 1,2,...} be
of random variables such that Xn1,Xn2,...,Xnkn
are
for each n and E{Xnj} - 0 for all n,j. If
sup E EIXnjI ~ m
n j
E E{ IXnj I. I( IXnj I' an) -~ 0
j
for some sequence {an} with an -~ 0, then





Proof. Let Ynj :- Xnj I( IXnj I~ 1). ~en- 24 -
P{ E Yn~ ~ E Xn~ } ~ E P{ yn~ iE Xn~ }- E E{ I( IXn~ ~~ 1} ~
J J
~ E E{ IXn~ I I( IXn~ ~~ 1}-. 0.
J
implying EYn~ - EXn~ P 0. The Yn~ are independent and so
- ~ E{IXn~I2 I(IXn~I ~ an) t ~ E{IXn~i2 I(an ~ IXn~I ~ 1)} ~
V{E Yn~} - E V{yn~} ~ E EIYn~I2 - E E{~Xn~I2 I(IXn~I ~
J J J J
~ an E E I Xn~ I t E E{ I Xn~ I 2 I( I Xn~ I~ an )-. 0.
J J
This gives
EY . - EE{Y . } P 0 .
nJ nJ
Finall.}r, since E{Xn~} - 0 we have
IE E{Yn~}I - IE E{Xn~ I(IXn~I ~
~
- I- j E{Xn~ I(Ixn~I ? 1)}I ~ j E{IXn~I I(IXn~I ~ 1} -~ 0.
Together this gives the result,
For the following lemma's and theorems we introduce some notations
connected with ( 1.13) and its solution. Set
ut :a (Yt-1~...~Yt-p)
ut :- (Yt-1s...,y1,0,...0)
, ut .- (0,...,0) ift~tl
ut :- (0,...,O,yO,...~Yt-p)if 1~t~ ~
and wt :- ut :- ut :- et :- 0 if t ~ 0. Then xt -(wt ut ~ ut). From (1.13)
we get for all t that
(h.1) yt - B' xt t et - y' wt } a' (ut t ut ) t et .




yt - ó Wk(Y wt-k f a ut-k t et-k ).
Set vt :- ( ut-1,...~ut-P)~ nt :- (Et-1~...~Et-P) and 1' :- I~ Y~ A- I g a
with I:- IPXp , then it follows that
(4.2) ut - ut t ut f~t ~
with
vt :- P' ó mk vt-k , ut - A' ó~k vt-k ,~t '- ~`~k nt-k
Note that ut is non-random and ut - 0 if y~ -... - y1- - 0,
P
If the stability condition (1.14) holds then ~ph decreases ex-
ponentially fast and so ~ph - o(ph) for some p E(0,1).
Lemma 4,4, If (1,4), (1.14) hold then
n n
n E at ~t ~t - E{n E at St ~t} P 0
1 1
for any bounded ncn-random sequence {an},
Proof. Set ~h - 0 if h ~ 0. Consider the (i,j)th element:
( E at ~t ~t ) i j - s at ( E ~r
Et-r-i ) ( ~ ~s et-s-.7
) -
t t r s
- E at ( E~Pt-i-r Er )(
E~t-J-s Es )- E E anrs Er es '
t r s rs
n
~ ~ . Since E~ ~p - 0(p~p-ql) and a is with a~,s '- t~t t-i-r t-j-s r-1 r-p r-q n
bounded we have a - 0(plr-sl). This gives
nrs
Vf F.
anrs er es} - E{ F. E a~s anpq er es Ep eq} -
r~s r~s p~q
- r~s anrs (anrs } ansr)at
ag - 0(r~s p2~r-s~) - 0(~ sEr p2(r-s~- 0(n),
and this implies n r~sanrs Er s P 0. So, it remains to prove that E X~ P 0,
r
where X~ - n 1 a~,r (er-ar) . However, this fcllows from lemma 4.3 with-26-
an - n~. Note that E E~X~,~ is bounded because of (1.4) and
r
a~,r - 0(1), Furthermore, setting ~an~~ ~ c we have:
EE{~X ~ I(~X ~~ n~)~~EE{~e2-a2~ I(~e2-a2~ ~ n~~c)} ~
r nr nr - n r r r r r- -
~ ~ E E{e2I(e2 ~n~~c)}~ c sup E{e2I(e2 ~ n~~c)} ~. p
- n r r r- - r r r-
because of (1,4),
I~emma 4.5. If (1.14) and one of the conditions (1.15), (1.16) hold then
~~n~2~n i ~~ g.s.
Proof. For the ith component ~ni of ~n we can write
, , n-i , n-i n-i
n~~nl - n~ ~~k en-k-i - n-~ ~~n-i-j sj ~ j anj xj
n-i n-1
n-i-j - with
anj :- ~n-i-j ~,
xj :- ej~~. Since E ~anj~ ~ E P -
1 1
- 0(1) and a i 0 if n-~W for fixed j, we get from Toeplitz lemma (see




0. We will show that the condition (1,15)
or (1.16) implies en~n 8-,s' 0. According to the Borel-Cartelli law it
suffices to prove that E p{E2 ~ n E} ~ m
n-
suppose (1.15) holds. Then
for all e~ 0, At first,
k
É p{E2 ~ n E} - É É P{k e ~ e2 ~(k}1 )e} - É E p{k e ~ en ~(kt1 )E} ~
n-1 n- n-1 k-n - n k-1 n~1
k
~ É ~ E E{e2 I(k e ~ e2 ~(kf1 )e} ~~ E sup E{e2 I(k e ~ e2 ~(kt1 )e} ~ m,
- k 1 ke n-1 n - n - e k n n - n ~
Finally, suppose (1.16) holds. Then
É p{E2 ~ ne} - É P{~E
I2ta ~(nE)1ta~2} ~ É(ne)-1-a,2 E~E I2ta ~~.
ns1 n- n-1 n - - n:1 n
This completes the proof.We introduce some matrix notations connected with (4.2). Let L
n
be the n x n-lag matrix with elements 1 just below the diagonal and 0 else-
where. Then Ln(a1,...,an]' - [0 ,a1,...,an-1]' for vectors
a,...,a of the same dimension. In particular, Lm - 0 for m~ n. Set L~ - I
1 n r~-1 m -1 p j n -
and introduce ~n :- E~m Ln. Then ~n --E aj Ln .
0 ~
With Mn .- [1i1,...,Vn]' ~ Mn -- IL1~...,Vn}'~ Zn .- [~1~...~~n}' ~
Nn :- [n1,...,nn]' we see that (4,2) can be written as
(4. 3) Un - Mn t Mn t Zn
with Mn -~n Vn 1' , Mn -~n Vn A, Zn -~n Nn .
If the condition (1.14) is fulfilled then ~n and ~n1 are bounded
because ILnI ~ 1. Since Vn is bounded this gives that Mn is bounded.
Furthermore, for some constants c~ 0 we have that M'M ~ c V' V or
n n - n n
1 M' M 8- 0{ 1 p 1),
n n n
The following lemma describes the behaviour of Zn Zn and related
expectations E.- E{Z' Z} and E{Z Z'} .
n. n n n n
Lemma 4,6. If (1.3), (~.~) and (1.14) hold then
(4.~) 0 ~ inf
amin (n En) , sup a~x (n En) ~ m
n n
(4.5) sup IE{Z Z'}1 ~ ~,
n n
n
(4.6) n(ZnZn-En) P 0.
Proof. Note that Z' Z- N' ~' ~ N and Z Z' -~ N N' ~. Since ~ and
n n n n n n n n n n n n n
~n1 are bounded it suffices to prove similar relations for Nn instead of
Zn' n n
F~om E{Nn Nn} - E{E nt nt} - E diag(at-1,...,at-p) it follows that
2 1 2 1
(n-p) inf at . I ~ E{Nn Nn} ~ n. sup at . I, proving (4.4 ). Flu~thermore,
P
E E{Nn Nn}ts - E{E ~t ns} - E{E E et-i es-i} - E as-i ~ c
t t t i-1 i- 2g -
with c:- p. sup at . Since E{Nn Nn}ts ' 0 this imp~ies IE{Nn Nn}1 ~ c,
proving (4.5).
Finally, lemma 4.4 implies
n n
n( Zn Zn - En )- n E~t ~t - E{n E ~t ~t } P U'
1 1
proving (4.6).
We need a lemma describing the behaviour of Sn. We can write
X-[ W U tU ]-[W M f g t Z }, where B .- M t U is bounded if con- n n n n n n n n n~ n n
dition (1.14) is fulfilled. This gives:




W'W W' (M tB tZ ) n n n n n n
n Nn n n n )(





P1 t T Ó 1 T' - T ~1 n n n n n n
1 1 -p- T p-
n n n
Tn :- Pn 1 Wn (Mn f Bn )
Q.- E t(M tB )'(M tB )-(M fB )'W P 1W'(M tB ). n~ n n n n n n n n n n n n
Note that under the conditions of lemma 4.6 we have that S~ 0 for all n
n




(M fB fz )'W (M fBntzn ' MntBntzn)
a) (1.14), (1.22), (1.23) ~ sup IT 1 ~ m,
n
n-29-
0(dn)~ Y ~ G
b) (1.14), (1.17), (1.22)~ (1.23) ~ NS~I ~ o(~) ~ Nd-1N - n n G(n-~) ~ Y- G
c) (1 14) (1 17) ( 1 19) (1 22) ~ ES~N -
. ~ . ~ . ~ . n 0(n ~ ) ~ Y - 0
0(d
Proof.
a) Since Bn is bounded and NPn~WnN2 - Npn~N it follows from (1.23) that
NP ~ W' B N -~ 0. I~rthermore, the ith column of P~ W' M is bounded
n n n n n n
since
N(p~ w' M ).N - N(P ~ w' ~ v r).N n n n i n n n n i
- NkNkpn~ pn(kti) . yN ~ IYI . kpk
- NPn~ Ewt(E~kwt-k-i)Yu -
t k
supNPn~ Pn(kti)N ~ m
n
because of (1.22).
b) Let ~nG be obtained from ~n by formal substitution of Bn - 0. Then
OnG :- En } Mn Mn - Mn Wn Pn~ Wn Mn - En t r' Rn r, with
R :- (~ V )' (~ V ) - (.~ V )' W P ~ W' (~ V ) . Note that
n n n n n n n n n n n n
~ ~
-wt - E ( E ~kaj-k)
wt- -
j-0 k-0 ~ k~G ~k ( EG aj wt-j-k)
j-





V ) - E ~ ( - E a . w' , w' , . . . ,w' ~ .
~n n t k-G k j-G ,7 t-j-k t-k-1 t-k-p
~ Wn ~n Vn) - ~n~ n Vn )
-aG I 0 0
-a ~ I I G
-a2I G I ...





- ~nlwnvnl (A~ ~ I) ~
0
I-30-
with det(AG)~ 0, Since 4n and ~n1 are bounded, it follows that
W' W W' (~ V) W' W W' V-
n n n n n
~(AOe I)
n n n n (AÓ g I) .
(~ v)' w (~ v)' (~ v) v' w v' v
n n n n n n n n n n n
Then Por the corresponding 2,2 partitions Rn1 and Qn1 of the inverses of
the matrices between brackets we have also Rn1 ~
Qn1 or ~min(Rn)~ ~min(~ri)'
With (4.4) this gives
~min(An0)~ n} IYI2 a~n(Qn)~ proving b) for An0 in-
stead of An. Setting Hn :- I- Wn Pn1 Wn we have:
IA-A 1-1B'H M tM'H B}B' H B I~ IB 1(21M ItIB 1) n n0 n n n n n n n n n- n n n
since 1 Hnl - 1. If y- 0 then Mn - 0 and so ( An - An0 ),n i 0, If y~ 0 then
IM 12 - 0(IP 1) and with (1.17) it follows that d IM 1-~ 0, and so n n n n
6n( An - An0 )-~ 0. So, in both cases 1 An011 An-An01 -. G or
An1 An0 ~
I' With
IAn11 ~ IAn1 An01 I~n01 thia provea b) for An. Finally, from (4.8) it
follows with part a) that
(4,9) IS 11 - 0(IP 11 t IT Á 1 T'1 t Ip 11)- 0(IP 11 f lé11 ),
n n n n n n n n
So, with ( 1,23) we see ISn11 -. 0.
c) If y- 0 then with part b) and (1,19) it follows Prom (~.9) that ISi11 -
n
- 0(n 1). If y~ 0 it follows in the same way that ISn11 - 0(dn) using
lemma ~.2.
Proof of theorem 1,2. It suffices to prove (1.5) and (1.6). With lemma 4,2
we see that all conditions of lemma 4.1~- lemma 4.7 are satisfied. At first
we prove (1,6). Set An - diag(a1,...,an) then An is bounded. Since A~Xn -
-[ An Wn A~(Mn } Bn t Zn)J we see that the difference
Eat xt xt - E( Eat xt xt )- Xn An Xn - E(Xn An Xn )- 31 -
contains the terms Zn An Zn - F.{Zn An Zn} , gn An Zn , Mn An Zn and its trans-
poses. From lemma, 4.4 it follows that n-1 (Zn An Zn - E{Zn An Zn} ) P 0, With
(4.5) we get that 1E{(Bn An Zn)(Bn An Zn)'}1 is bounded, and so Bn An'Ln is
P-bounded. If y- 0 then Mn An Zn - 0 and if y~ 0 then from (4,5) we get
ón1E{(Mn An Zn)(Mn An Zn)' }1 - 0(dndPnld )-~ 0, implying dnMn An Zn P 0.
Together with lemma 4.7, c) this gives IS 1M .(X'A X- E{X'11 X}) ~ 0, n n n n n n n
groving (t.6).
Finally, we prove (1,5). Since Sn1-~0 we see w~th lemma
4.1, b) that it suffices to prove that x' S 1 x -~ 0, a.s. Since u- 0
n n n n
for n sufficiently large we can set x' -(w' u' )- (0 u' ) t(0 ~' ) t(w' ur ). n n r, n n n n
So, itsufficestoprovethat dS'n1A.~un~2 -~ 0, OSn1~ . ~~n~2 -~ 0, a.s. and
(w' u' ) S 1(w' u' )' -~ 0. Note that then cross product terms tend also to n n n n n
0. The first term tends to20 since un is bounded and Sn1 --~ 0. The second
term tends to 0 since ~~nl ~n -~ 0, a.s. and ~n Sn h is bounded resp.
because of lemma 4.5 and lemma 4.7, c). With (4,8) we see that the third
term can be written as
wnPn1 wn t (un-Tnwn)' An1 (un-Tnwn) .
The first term tends to 0 because of (1,20). Substitution of T in the
n
second term shows that it suffices to prove that
(4.10) 9A-11 . IB' W P 1 w I2-~0 , 1A-1G . ~y -M' W P 1 w ~2 ' 0. n n n n n n n n n n n
From ( 1. 20 ) we get I Bn Wn Pn 1 wn ~ 2 ~ p Bn~ 2' ~ wn Pn 1,~n I-~ 0 and so with
lemma 4.7, b) the first relation in (4.10) holds. If y- 0 then the second
relation in (4,10) is trivial. So, suppose y~ 0. Then lemma 4.7, b) gives
A~1~ - 0(d ). We can write
n n
8~(u -M'W P 1w )-EP'd~~ (v -Ev w'P 1w ).
n n n n n n k n k n-k t t-k t n n
For the ith part of the general term in this series we have
-1
~ Y~ an ~k( wn-k-i -~ wt-k-i `,~~ Pn wn ) I -- 32 -
, ,
- ly~ 6n ~k{wn-k-i - wn }~(wt-wt-k-i )w~ pn~ pn~ wn} I ~
i ~
~ IYIRkI{d ~w -w ~~~ t{(w' P 1 w ), d E ~w -w )2}~ j, n n-k-i n n n n n t t t-k-i
With ( 1.18), (1.20), (1.21) we see that this term tends to 0 if n i m for
fixed k and that its supremum over n gives convergence. This proves the
second relation in (4.10), completing the proof.
The proof of theorem 1.3. We can write
bn - s - Sn 1 E xt et - Sn 1 Sn . Sn1 E xt et .
From lemma 4.7, b) it follows that
v{Sn1 E xt et} - On ~ Sn1 ~ 0.
So it remains to prove that Sn1Sn P I or Sn1(Sn - Sn) P 0. Using the
decomposition in (1~.7), (k.8) and the fact that T is bounded according
n
to lemma 4.7, a), a short inspection shows that we have to prove that
(4.11 ) Ipn111gn Znl P 0, Ipn111Mn Znl -. 0, IPn1 Wn Znl P 0.
(4.12) Ipn111ZnZn-Enl P 0.
For (4.11) we use (4.5). Then IE{(Bn Zn)(Bn Zn)'}1 is bounded,
IE{(M' Z)(M' Z)'}1 - 0(~M~ M 1), IE{(P 1 W' Z)(P 1 W' Z)'}1 - 0(~P 11 ). n n n n n n n n n n n n n
So, (4.11) follows from (1.17), (1.22), (1.23) and le~a 4.7, b). Note
that Mn - 0 if y- 0. Finally, (4.12) follows from (4.6) and lemma k.7,
b). This completes the proof.- 33 -
5. The proofs oï the theorems 2,1- 2.3 (martingales)
For the proof of theorem 2.1 we need a preliminary lemma.
Consider for fixed k- 1,2,,,, the infinite double arrsy
{~nj, ~nj ; n- 1,2,...; j- 0,}1,.,.} of random k-vectors ~nj defined
on (R,F,P), and sub-a-fields ~j of Í `monotone increasing in j for every
n, such that ~nj is ~j-measurable, EI~njI` ~~ and E{~njl~~j-1} - 0 for
ell n and j. Flirthermore, assume E EI~njI2 ~ W for all n sufficiently
large. Hence, for such n the seriés E~nj converge in mean square, and
the series E~ ~'. and EE{~ ~' I~ } converge absolutely a.s. j nj nJ j nj nj n,j-1
Lemma 5.1. If
(5.1) EE{Enj
~njl~ ~j-1} P I'
j
(5.2) F.E{~njI2I(I~njl ? E)I~~j-1} -Pr 0 for all e~ 0,
j
then
(5.3) j ~nj ~ Np(O~I) ~
(5.4) E ~nj ~nj P I .
j
Proof.
1) At first, suppose k- 1 and ~nj - 0 for IjI ~ jn , where jn ~~ if
n-~m. Tt~en (5.3) is Brown's central limit theorem for martingales
(see Brown (1971), theorem 2 and Gaenssler (1976), theorem 2). Further-
more, (5.4) follows from the proof of part c), p. 627 in McLeish (1974)
or by the same methods as used in section 5 of Gaenssler (1976). For
details see Genugten (1980).
Secondly, suppose k - 2)
IJI ' Jn and nnj







1 and E E{~nj} -r 1, Let
rlnj :- ~nj~Tn if
J
if IjI ~ j , where r.- E E{~Zj} , and n n IjI~Jn
n
1, The conditions of case 1) are fulfilled ~
and so E ~nj - rn Ennj p Ijl~jn
1 ~ E ~nj -
IJI~Jn-34-
- T E ~ ; N ( 0,1 ), Since E( E ~2 )- V{ E ~ }- 1- t i 0
nJ nJ 1 ~J~'J nJ ~J~'J nJ n
n n
we have E ~2 P 0 and E ~ j P 0. Together, this gives (5.3)
~ j ~~ jn nJ ~ j ~' jn
n
and (5.4).
3) Thirdly, suppose k- 1. As in Gaenssler (1978), sections 2 and 5, it
follows by truncation, that there2xist ~nj satisfyingPthe same con-
ditions as the ~nj such that E E{~nj }-r 1, E~nj - E~nj -~ 0,
j j J
E~Z - E~2 P 0. Then (5.3) and (5.4) follow from case 2),
nj nj
4) Finally, consider the general case. Let c E Rk with ~c~ - 1, Since
~c' ~njl2 . I(c' ~nj~? E) ~ l~nj~2 . I(I~njl i E) the conditions of case
3) are fulfilled for the c'~nj , and sc c'(E ~nj) ; N1(0,1),
c'(E ~nj ~nj)c p 1. This holds for each c E Rk with ~c~ - 1 and so
(5.3) and (5.4) follow.
Remark. If E E{~nj ~nj} i I, then the proof for k- 1 can be given more
J
quickly with Rootzen ( 1980), theorem 5, p. 88. In a lot of cases this
condition is satisfied.
Proof of theorem 2.1. Let ~ .- C~A E . Then ~ is ~-measurable,
nj ~ n nj nj nj nj
EE~~ ~2 - k, E{~ ~~ }- 0, With (2.6) we get EE{~ ~~ I~ }-
j nj nj n,j-1 j nj nj n,j-1
- Cn~Cn Cn~ P I and so (5.1) holds. Hence, lemma 5.1 is applicable if we
can prove (5.2). Let rnj :- tr(Anj C'n1 Anj), Then rnj is ~ 1-measurable,
~j-
and rnj ~ rn. Hence,
I~ I2 . I( I~ I' E) ~ r IE I2 . I( IE I~ E~V2` ) nj nj - nj nj nj - n '





~ R (E~~) . E r ,
- n n j nj-35-
With (2.1) we get E{j rnj} ~ k~m and so j rnj is stochastically bounded.
Furthermore, (2.2) implies that Rn(dn)-~ 0 for every sequence dn-~0 and
so, by considering subsequences, (2.5) implies Rn(e~~) P 0. Together
this gives (5.2). Substitution in (5.3), (5.4) gives (2.7), (2.8), proving
the theorem.
,
Proof of theorem 2.2. The relation (2.13) for Dn - Cn follows from (2.7)
and (2.10}. Then (2.13) holds also for general D. Set G.- H C H',
-1 -~ ~ -~ -1 n n n n n
G.- H C H' then D -(G G)(G H D)D . Since
n n n n n n n n n n n
i i
(Gn~Hn Dn)(Gn~Hn Dn)' - I we see that (2.14) follows from (2.13) if we
can prove that Gn~Gn P I. From the second relation in (2.12) we see that
G and H C~ are bounded. With (2,11) this gives G- G -
n n n n n
-(Hn Cn)(Cn~ Cn Cn~- I)(Hn Cn)' p 0. Since Gn is bounded it follows from
the uniform continuity of the square root on compact sets (in the obvious
sens) by considering subsequences that G~ - G2 P 0. From the first rela-
tion in (2.11) we see that Gn~ is bounded, and so Gn~Gn - I-
i
- G- (G~ - G~) P 0. This completes the proof.
n n n
Proof of theorem 2.3. Substitution of (2,15)in (2.10) leads to:
C~E(A -A )e - B C~EA e t A C~EA F e
n j nj nj nj n n j nj nj n n j nj nj nj '
Since Bn P 0 and An is P-bounded we see that (2.10) follows from (2.7)
and (2.16).
Substitution of (2.15) in (2,11) shows that it su~~ices to prove tlist
C z.EA .(E .-E .)Á ..C~ PO n j n~ n,7 n~ n~ n
, ,
Bn Cn~ , E Anj Enj Anj . Cn2 Bn P 0
J
A C~ .,EA .F .E .F .A'..C ~A p 0
n n n,7 n,7 n,7 n,7 n,7 n n
J
The fírst expression tends to zero because of (2.18). It follows also
that C~ EA E A' C~ is P-bounded. Since B P 0 this proves the
n nj nj nj n n
J- 36 -
aecond relation. Finally, with (2.17) and An P-bounded the third one
follows. Together, this proves (2.11).- 37 -
6. Some other results
We conclude with some examples illustrating the wider applica-
bility of the theorems developed in sections 1 and 2.
Example 6.1. (heteroscedasticity) Consider the univa.riate model (1,1) and
suppose that the errors et have a different order of magnitude. Introduce
~t :- ~, et for at ~ C. Then choose the at in such a way that it is
reasonable to assume that the nt satisfy the conditions of the type
(1.3), (1.4). The results of section 1 can be applied to the transformed
model ~. yt -(~. xt)'B t rlt , leading to the asymptotic normality of
n
the GLS-estimator for s. The condition (1.5) becomes Sn :- E at xt xt ~ 0
1
Por some n, and max at xt Sn 1 x t-~ 0.
Example 6.2. (moving average errors) Consider the multivariate linear
model (1.31) with non-random regressors (compare example 1.1). For the
regresaors we assume that (1.35) is fulfilled with Sn - Sn. However, we
will no longer assume that the et are independent but that they are
generated by a moving average of the form
~ ~
et - E Ch nt-h - E
Ct-j nj . h--~ j--~
The conditions (1.32)-(1.34) are supposed to hold for the nj in stead of
the et. We can write
n
bn-B - Sn1 E xt et - Sn1 E ( E Xt Ct-j )- E Anj nj '
J--" t-1 J
where An~ :- Sn1EXt Ct-j . So we can apply theorem 2.1. This leads to the
t
asymptotic normality of the OLS-estimator for R. It can be shown that
condition (2.5) is satisfied if Etr(Ch Ch) ~ m and
h
0 ~ essinf a (C(a) C~ (a)) ,
~ min
esssup am~(C(a) C~ (a)) ~ ~
~
where C(a) :- ECh el~h (convergence in mean-square). For details see
h
Genugten (1978a). The univariate case with i.i.d. nj is contained in
Eicker (1965). Note that in this example the infinite form of the theorem- 38 -
2.1 is explicitely used.
bcample 6.3. (sutocorrelation) Consider as a special case of example 6.2
the model of autocorrelation of the first order, obtained by taking p- 1,
Ch - ph if h~ 0 and Ch - 0 if h ~ 0(~p~ ~ 1). Then the results oP sec-
tion 1 can be applied to the transformed model yt - xt S t nt , with
Yt - Yt - PYt-1 ~ xt - xt - Pxt-1 i.f t~ 2 and Y1 -~.y~ , x1 -~.x1 .
This leads to the asymptotic normality of the GLS-estimator bn(p) for B.
The condition(1,5) transformsto Sn :- E xt xt ~ 0 and max xt Snl xt -~ 0. With
lemma 4,1 it is easily shown that this condition is fulfilled if the
original condition (1.5) holds. Consider the particular case of i.i.d.nt .
Then without further conditions it can be shown that the two-stage GLS-
estimator bn(pn) has the same asymptotic distribution as b(p) for any
n
(weakly) consistent estimator pn for p, In the asymptotic covariance-
matrix p can be replaced by pn. Under the stated conditions it is well-
known that such a consistent estimator is given by pn - 1-~dn , where
n-1 n
dn :- E {ettl(n)- et(n)}2IEet(n)
1 1
is the Durbin-Watson statistic. Generalizations for non-i.i.d, nt are
possible.
Example 6.4. (simultaneous equations) Consider as a generalization of
(1.30) the system
Yti - xti Bi t yt(i) ai } Eti ' t- 1,2,...; i- 1,...~P ~
ahere yt(i) is a vector of dependent variables ytj with j~ i. It is not
difficult to see that the 2 SLS and 3 SLS estimators for (s!a!)' can be i i
written in the form EÁnt et . Therefore we can try to apply the theorems
in section 2. For non-random xti this is worked out for 2 SLS in Genugten
(1978b). Generalizations tc models with lagged variables seem to be
possible.-39-
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